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Good Are All These Links?
Retninking the Academic Library Website
by Steven Bell
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The institutional homepage
considered
prime web real estate. Visitors with no specific
destination make
their first stop. It's no sur
prise that library administrators would want an
easily findable link
the library there. But from
the perspective
the academic administration,
the institutional website has different function
beyond providing links
the library and other
academic and administrative units.
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Over the past decade the institutional home
page has been transformed into one
the most
important marketing resources available
university. Prospective students and
college
typically make the website one
parents
their
stops
their first
for gathering information about
and comparing their “wish list" choices. From
marketing perspective then, presenting informa
tion capture prospective student's attention
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Mission Creep
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Finding the Library Homepage
Most individuals, having neither the web
address of the library or a direct link to
homepage, will simply navigate directly
their
favorite search engine, do
search on "[fill
the name] university library," click on the first
link on the result page and hooray! There you
are,
the library. That's how people find things
go
on the Internet. What they no longer do
the university homepage and then forage for
the library link.
This Library Issues examines how changing
patterns
search behavior among students and
faculty requires
rethink two things. First,
link the library on the institutional home
page all that important anymore? Second, how
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really finding information.

connect our user community members with
the information they seek?
the new library
website paradigm, creating community aware
ness while distributing access
content across
the educational spectrum requires rethinking
our linking practices.
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communicates that it places no value on the
brary. But perhaps having a library link on the
institution's homepage is passé, an antiquated
concept that is more about emotional bonds to
the library than the reality of how people are

library website maximize the
can the design
library content by students and faculty?
use
Do library homepages filled
the brim with
links still make sense
are there better ways
to

knows
where the link to the library website
is on the institutional homepage? Is
it prominently visible to visitors? Can faculty
and students find it with ease? Or is it buried
deeply among some tangle of menu options
that makes it nearly impossible to locate? Per
haps there is no library link on the homepage.
For many librarians that is a source of real
anxiety. Internally it can be interpreted as a
sign that the library is not important here. It
raises concerns that, to external parties such
as students and their parents, the institution
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library directors were
down
together for critical review
the
library homepage from marketing
perspective, what would they find?
There are questions that could
asked that may determine
the
homepage
relevant
could use
improvement. The following are
few that come to mind:
30
it

Count the links. How many are
so

if

or

25

may
there?
exceeds
many links are
be time
ask
needed. Too many links equals too
much information. Quickly isolat
ing that which
real value from
what less important and rarely
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ity'ssacred spaces being promoted
or are these critical resources

hidden from the community?
The library homepage should
provide images
these important
resources so that students and
faculty are readily aware they
exist. Many libraries want their
unique primary research Sources
available for use, but how can
of

administrators and

that happen

knows

if

academic

information about the library's
treasures such
its rare books,
stitutional archives and the facil

of
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Redesign with
Marketing
Mind

that delivers real meaning.
Is

wish list. Put simply, it's about get
ting
know who the institution
not just the resources they own.
similar philosophy about homepage
design might just do an academic
library good.
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most valuable asset
the people
who work there. Use the library
lay the foundation for
website
building relationships between
the user community and library
staff. It's the relationship we have
with our users, not the content,

no one on campus

their availability?

streamlined homepage design
does more than give visitors an
improved "less more" user experi
ence.
enhances the all important
discoverability factor. The aca
demic community can become more

A
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homepages
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It

it

appears the

keters had the right idea. Today's
undergraduates are less likely

What the marketers

What can you learn about the
people who work
the library
beyond their names and titles?
Does the site promote who they
are and what they do? Create
visible and vibrant spot on the
library homepage
promote
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retrospect

Think

creatively about using visual de
sign elements
capture attention.

If

the idea. The marketing
approach was perceived
little
more than
shallow attempt by the
administration
turn the library
homepage from hallowed resource
to shill for the institution.

resisted

Can community members find out
what happening
the library?
the latest news highly visible,
change regularly?
and does
Does the homepage promote the
library
the cultural, social and
campus? Put
intellectual center
the news front and center. Let the
Community know how much more
there
an academic library
than electronic resources.

faculty. The goal
give web
visitors an experience that entices
them
want
know more,
visit
the institution and to add
to their
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ing. When the marketing department
sought
apply
concepts
other
areas
the academic website, many
departments, including the library,

built

that empha
personality
size the
and culture
the institution, its students and
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The traditional function of the
provide
academic website was
links
the content. That meantlinks
and lots
them. But that approach
shifted when colleges and universi
ties acknowledged the value
the
homepage for institutional market

used

"The
dcademic library
expends considerdble
institutional resources on
materials, and they go
unused beccluse no one
knows they exist,
thdt
dn incredible
wdste of those
resources."

to it

to "Who We Are"

links have the higher priority?
What mere filler? Can we retain
only the most important links
secondary
and relegate the rest
pages
eliminate them through
consolidation?

them
sites.
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From "What We Hoºve"

bookmark their frequently
library resources
access
via their professional society
So why construct homepage
around links?

is

the symbolism

much emphasis on
the library link.
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While there's certainly no harm
in providing a link to the library
homepage, from a marketing per
spective it's just less necessary. At
best, it provides a link for current
students and faculty who may find
themselves on the homepage and
needing to get to the library site.
Most library administrators would
Certainly make a case for a highly
visible library link as a symbol of
the value the institution places on
the library. But should the lack of
a link to the library really call into
question whether the institution
values the library?
The library remains a critical
stop on the campus tour for visiting
families. And the majority of alumni,
when asked to name a campus loca
tion they consider “sacred space",
will often identify the library. So
even if a college or university drops
homepage,
the library link from
the institution still has many oppor
tunities to demonstrate the value
places upon the library. Librarians
should discuss whether
neces

its of

student blogs and videos, and fast
access to admissions information.

needed becomes difficult. Which

comb through dozens
links on
just search
website than they are
for what they want. Faculty and
graduate students more typically

If

is the greatest priority. That means
vibrant photos of campus activity,
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website design works best
users' needs.

meet

be

completely reasonable
would
encounter some tough questions
from librarians and even outright
resistance. Some will insist that they
know what the users want better
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than the users do. They will further
insist that the users have but One
get
wish for library website
their favorite database ore-resource.
The academic library website can
more.
can help build relationships
with the user community, extend
the services
the library into
path
virtual world and provide
for the uninitiated to discover that
the library
about much more than
electronic Content.
allowing marketing
The idea
influence the design
the library
website will strike some purists
running
library like
sell out
business, but the reality
that
sometimes the business world, mar
particular, offer ideas that
keters
academic librarians should consider
emulating. Academic administra
tors, working with their library di
rector, can
least initiate process
for examining whether the library's
designed with today's
website
faculty and students
mind.
engage fac
One way
do this
ulty and students
Conversation
obtain more realistic sense of their
Search behavior. Librarians need to
hear from their own user community
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courses. (See examples
such guides
http://guides.temple.edu). Some
braries are further simplifying things

ing, developing and maintaining the
addition, each librarian may
site.
have highly personalized sense
what users want and what sort of

is

courses.

Librarians can also prepare highly
customized subject guides that are
specific courses and as
tailored
compo
signments; these guides
nents
them are integrated into the

recommend
the library
website, it's less easily accomplished.
great deal
work goes into design
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Customizing guides

Conversation
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assignments.

negated.

easy
While
radical rethinking
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collaborating with librarians. Work
ing together faculty and librarians
can successfully integrate library
resources
in website or the course
It can be as eaSy as a
System.
Ware
faculty member and librarian work
ing together
identify appropriate
articles, books and databases for an
assignment. The links
these ma
terials are then integrated into the
course, most likely on
an existing
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user community literally no longer
needs it as a gateway to information.
But the reality is that students and
faculty remain largely unaware of
the library's extensive electronic
holdings. When the user community
establishes
own pathways
the
library's resources
not only di
minishes the potency
link-laden
homepage, but further reduces the
making new discover
likelihood
ies on the library's website.

Working with faculty. How
practice?
does this work
can
happen several different ways, but
helps when faculty are open

or

Success at Creating such efficient web
connections to resources is that its

into their courses, the need
for an overly linkified’ library
homepage
negated."

to

find them more easily. This matters
because studies of faculty informa
tion-seeking behavior informs us
that they no longer use the library's
traditional paths to scholarly content.
The library's role as a gateway for lo
cating information is on the decline.
Both faculty and students increas
ingly consult non-library resources
for their research or they simply by
pass the library's homepage to con
nect to Project JSTOR, or electronic
journals and other institutional
resources to which they can Cbreate
their own bookmarks.
Theirony of the academic library's

"As dcademic libraries
make
edsier for faculty
integrate the library content

of

is that they will migrate to spaces
where those who need the links can

and place them where the users can't
possibly miss them.

it

When your library homepage
does evolve into a better marketing
vehicle, what will become of all those
links to content that used to populate
the homepage? Where will they go
and how will students and faculty
get to the databases? The answer

at

Rethinking Your Linking

–--~

and students gather, but
can be
done with strategic precision: librar
ians can pre-select the right set
resources based on curricular needs
it

to content as possible on to the page.

homepage

It

you" approach as opposed to one that
simply tries to cram as many links

integrate the
easier for faculty
library contentinto their courses, the
overly “linkified” library
need for

to

lead to a redesign that promotes a
“who we are and what we can do for

be uploaded
course site where
imported into
will deploy once
course. As academic libraries make

to

marketing team than librarians will

ready
for faculty by giving them
to-launch content package that can

a a

When it comes to library homep
age design, thinking more like a

in

those resources.

Go where the users are. Savvy
librarians are taking
completely different approach
facilitating resource discovery en
abling scholars and their students
find library content previously
unknown
them. Put simply, the
links go where the users are. Nearly
ubiquitous course management
systems (e.g., Blackboard, Moodle)
provide academic librarians with
rich platform for distributing the
content that was previously found
only through the library's website.
Not only can the links be placed
the learning spaces where faculty
academic

a

knowledgeable about the library's
resources and access them more
efficiently. The academic library
expends considerable institutional
resources on materials, and if they go
unused because no one knows they
exist, that is an incredible waste of

The ease or difficulty with
which members of the academic
community are able to find and
use costly bibliographic data
bases, e-journals and multimedia
collections is directly impacted
by the strategies academic librar
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Are faculty still coming to the
website? According to
signposts
the
and data, for them
library
the
website is no longer
primary
gateway, and these
the
Studies present data collected two
or more years ago. In 2010 the op
tions Scholars have beyond library

as

(Note: See tables on pgs. 10-11 for
faculty use
trends
the library
gateway
information and the dis
crepancy between faculty and librarian
views on the library's importance

between 2006 and 2007.

library

fulfilling this role)

Simon Inger and Tracy Gardner. How
Navigate

to

Readers

Scholarly Content.

Simon Inger Consulting, 2008.
http://www.sic.ox14.com/howreader
Snavigatetoscholarlycontent.pdf

this report when faculty are
their starting point for

asked what

Academic administrators trust
their librarians to make wise al
locations of institutional funds to

is

(Note:

websites are sure to increase.

scholarly research they report that the
library website
less frequently used
than publishers' websites, non-library
journals, and even e-mail
gateways
based journal alerts.)

acquire the relevant and critical
resources that best support the
Curriculum and promote student
and faculty success. But the ad
ministrator's interestin the library
not should begin and end with the
quality of the resources. It can ex
tend beyond that into making sure
those resources are well promoted,
well placed and well leveraged so
that they are more than just links
on a library website.
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the'920Digital%20Transformation%20
in%20Higher"620Education.pdf

Bruce Heterick. “Measuring the
‘Google Effect'
JSTOR". Against the
Grain, June 2008. (notavailable online).
(Note: This article indicates that the
number links JSTOR articles from
Google-referring URLs increased by
159 percent from 2006
2007 Sug
to

the website from the perspective of

improved marketing and efficient
institutional resource utilization.
How efficiently are those re
Sources are being used?
How aware is the community of
the library's many resources and
the subject experts who facilitate
their use?

gesting more Scholars are connecting
to the literature from Sources outside
the library website)

li

Brian Mathews. "Web Design Matters,"
Library Journal. February 15, 2009.

Working collaboratively,
brary and academic administra

http://www.library;ournal.com/index.
asp?layout-talkBackCommentsFull&a

tors can make sure the website

and all that the academic library
potential.
can offer lives up to
–Steven Bell <bells@temple.edu/~

rticleid=CA6634712&talk
er_id=6583594
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The library website may not be
foremost on the mind of the aca
demic administrator, but it can be
worth his or her time to examine

search/Ithakasº,202006%20Studies'

is

Simplify Access. Promote
Awdreness. Credite Success.

http://www.ithaka.org/ithaka-s-r/re

at

database or journal finding tools.
But those links no longer need to be
the Sum total of homepage content.
Prominent, but highly selective
quick links can often suffice.

Key Stake
feld. Ithaka's 2006 Studies
holders
the Digital Transformation
Higher Education. Ithaka Group, 2008.

to

the users expect and want.
If the users demonstrate they
are less dependent on a conven
tional homepage, then change is
needed. None of this is to suggest
that academic libraries should
abandon Hinks to the Staff direc
tory, Contact information, hours
or other vital basics such as the

Ross Housewright and Roger Schon

diverse gateway options. Studies
from the Ithaka Group and Simon
Inger Consulting make clear that
faculty increasingly choose new
pathways to access the scholarly
content. The number of scholars
using GoogleScholar to search and
find articles from Project JSTOR,
a vast repository of scholarly
Content, increased enormously
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views/2009/02/17/bell
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to the website, but
rethinking the strategic value
and direction of the site requires
that librarians hear from the users
themselves—and be shown as well

http://www.insidehighered.com/

they seek is far more critical today
because those scholars have more

to

provements

Steven Bell. “The Library Website
the Future." Inside Higher Ed. Febru
ary 17, 2009.

How well or poorly we fare at
leveraging the library website to
Connect scholars to the literature

of

Usability studies can be help
to make incremental im

ful

Suggested Redding

a

much use.

ians employ to connect the users
to the this content.

its

how the library website has grown
less useful and perhaps even too
Convoluted with links to be of

